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Abstract
Different overload control algorithms may perform equally well in a stationary system, still
their transient behaviour after a sudden increase of the arrival rate may be quite different. This
is basically due to the feedback queue character of interactions between an SPC-system and it.s
customers. In this report we present methods to find transient solutions to a feedback queueing
system. The model presented is used to evaluate the efficiency of overload control methods.

1

Introd uction

The evolution of telecommunications is characterized
by
• a growing variety of services and user categories
causing widely varying switching conditions as
regards dialling times, holding times, repeated
calls etc .
• advanced network topologies and signalling technologies that facilitate efficient traffic routing,
but may also imply increasing risk of spreading
overloads.
Along with increasing complexity and efficiency, switching technology must include more powerful means for
service protection during periods of overload or malfunction.
This report addresses some issues concerning the
overload control of an SPC switching system with a
single central processor. As indicated in fig. 1 these
systems will perform badly under overload unless efficient control actions are taken. A primary purpose of
an overload strategy would be to approach the ideal
throughput curve without causing malfunction or service deterioration to calls already accepted by the system.

COlmected
calls per
second

Ideal

Offered calls per second
Figure 1: The performance vs. offered load
The figure gives an idea as to the average performance
assuming stationary switching processes. But it is
clearly possible to design many control algorithms that
produce about the same stationary behaviour. A very
important issue, then, is the transient response to a
sudden increase of traffic intensity. As will be seen
below the time to attain equilibrium performance may
vary strongly between different algorithms. Severe and
lasting load variations may in fact be induced by typical user's characteristics, such as the distributions of
dialling times and holding times.
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To improve our understanding of such phenomena
we have studied rather simplified queueing models,
so far leaving out such important user behaviour as
repeated attempts, early dialling or abandoning etc.
Though modern switching systems may have to work
in widely differing environments including ISDN and
future wide-band applications, it seems that methods
of overload control may be designed to cope with a
few simple "worst cases" rather than with many detailed load specifications. Anyhow it is possible by
rather simple modelling to imitate certain unpleasant
combinations of user behaviour and control action and
to compare some simple but basically different control
principles.

2

The model

Our principal aim is to study the impact on central
processor performance of typical user dependent delays in the switching procedures using different overload control methods. To that end we use the simplified scheme of fig 2 showing a delayed-feedback queue,
where customers may return to the queue several times
asking for more service. The queuing discipline is
FIFO. The delays may represent predialling delay, interdigit times, etc.
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Figure 2: The simplified CP model
Clearly the CP services defined by this model correspond approximately to sums of real CP jobs.
The gate R is to symbolize a regulator used to decrease the acceptance of new calls upon indication of
overload. In order to make mathematical analysis feasible the following basic assumptions were made.
AI. Calls accepted by the regulator follow the inhomogeneous Poisson process of rate AI(t).
A2. Feedback delays of each type are LLd stochastic
variables.

If waiting times in the buffer can be neglected as compared to delays it follows from Al and A2 that each
delayed arrival stream, too, is an inhomogeneous Poisson process. AiH(t), the rate of the (i + l):th delayed
stream is then

AiH(t)

= J~oo Ai(X)dBi+I(t -

x)

(1)

where Bj(x) denotes the cdf of the j:th delay, see [2].

A3. As compared to CP service times, delays are long
enough to justify that, analysing the queue, the
arrival streams can be considered as mutually
independen t.
A4. CP service times of each type have a negative exponential distribution of mean 1/JLi, i = 1,2, ...
This assumption, of course, was made for simplicity
reasons. As demonstrated by simulations, however,
it should not be very critical in our applications [3].
Using these assumptions time dependent state probabilities of the queue can be obtained from a system of
linear equations, simply by repeated computation with
small time increments, a method described in [4].
Some additional assumptions and approximations
will serve to define simple test models and to speed up
computations.
A5. Just one feedback stream is considered. The delay of that stream is deterministic.
Thus each call is served twice by the CP, the intermediate delay corresponding e.g. to dialling time. Deterministic delays may in fact give rise to severe load
fluctuations, see [3].

°

A6. A(t), the rate of new calls, is zero for t < and
equal to A for t ~ 0, where A may represent various degrees of overload. Together with deterministic delays this condition defines an example of
a "worst case" for overload control.
A7. For overload control we consider two algorithms:
Call Count Control (CCC) and Queue Length
Control (QLC).
With CCC, N r , the number of calls in successive, adjacent intervals h of length r are counted and used
to determine the rate of accepted new calls in IrH
according to the rule
if Nr::;.h
if N r >.h
Here ~ may correspond to a maximum CP load p that
can be spent on switching jobs. With QLC new calls
are blocked whenever the number of customers reaches
a predetermined value fe, a value that may be chosen
so as to prevent the buffer from being filled up.
A8. The state of the queue at time t is specified by
the two-dimensional variable {J((t),I(t)}, where
J((t) = 0,1, ... denotes the number of customers
in the system including one being served and let)
identifies the class of the served customer, viz.
let) = 1 for a new customer and let) = 2 for a
delayed customer.
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The state specification is not sufficient for an exact
analysis but gives a substantial reduction of state space
and computation time. Writing P(k, ij t) = P{K(t) =
k,I(t) = i} the following approximate equations are
obtained

P(k,ijt + h) =

P(k,ijt)[l- (AI + A2 + pdhJ+
P(k - 1, ij t)(A1 + A2)h+
P(k + 1, 1j t)PlhO:i+
P(k + 1,2jt)P2hO:i + o(h)

(k = 2,3, ... ji = 1,2)
with obvious modifications for k = 0, 1. In equation
(2) the quantity O:j denotes the probability that the
next customer to be served after a departure belongs
to class i. For Al and A2 constant and for stationary
conditions it is known that

Ai

= Al + A2 == O:j,l
i = 1,2

+ d + v) =

Al(t) . P(kj t)

P(kj t) = P(k, 1j t) + P(k, 2j t)
Rough, as it may seem, this method proved accurate
enough for our purpose.
A10. Approximate model of the
dure.

(2)

O:j

~A2(t

(3)

For transient conditions in a FIFO queue, however, the
ratio of new to delayed customers may vary a great
deal between the input and output ends of the queue,
in particular so for large k. Under these conditions it
may seem more natural to use the departure ratios

eee decision proce-

At the end of each control interval a decision is made
whether to accept A or ~ calls per second. The probability of accepting the overload intensity, A, is

The number of possible outcomes of the control procedure over n intervals is clearly 2n. Thus, in order
to avoid extensive computation, an approximate calculation scheme must be used. Firstly we note that
as A tends to infinity i will tend to zero and except in
the first interval the algorithm will almost always limit
the acceptance rate to X. Secondly, for A = ~ (no overload), the result should be independent of i. These two
limiting cases will be correctly treated by the following
calculation procedure: Let Pr'T+x(A~r), Pn "), 0 < x ~
T, T = 0,1, ... denote the solution of state equations for
time TT + x with accepted arrival rate A~r), using Pr'T
as initial distribution at time TT. Then in the first
interval (T = 0)

i = 1,2

In fact (4) has proved to work much better than (3) but
the best results were obtained by using (3) for small
values of k (say k ~ 15) and (4) for larger values.
A9. Approximation of the delayed arrival process when
waiting times cannot be neglected.
With deterministic feedback delay, d, equation (1) takes
the simple form A2(t) = A1(t - d). Taking also the
waiting time into account we note that an accepted
new arrival at time t will produce a delayed arrival at
time t + d + v where v, the time spent in the system
by the new new arrival, depends on the state of the
queue at time t. As an approximation we replace v by
its expected value
kl + 1
k2
v=--+-

_

PI

P2

where k j is the number of class i customers ahead of
the new arrival (i = 1,2). Finally we use the approximation
kj = O:j,l + O:i,2 . k
2
and generate the function A2(') by adding for each
value of k the increment

with Po the initial distribution at time zero, e.g. P(Oj 0) =
1, P(k, ij 0) = 0 for k > 0 while for T = 1,2, ...

Pr'T+x

= i Pr'T+x( A, Pr'T) + (1 -

i )Pr'T+x(~' Pr'T)

All. A model analogous to the one described above
but assuming two offered streams, one of which
will be given priority over the other when overload is indicated, was developed.
Using the following notations referring to stream i (i
1,2):

Aj, offered arrival rate
Ail, accepted arrival rate
mj, total service time in ep
Nj, number of calls in the last control interval
the new

eee algorithm reads:

=
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If N1ml
begin

+ N2m2 > pT then

=

~11
min(~hP/ml)
~21 = min[~2' (p - ~l1md/m2]

end
else
begin
~11

= ~1
~21 = ~2

end.

3

Numerical results for CCC and
a combination of CCC and QLC

In this section we give numerical results obtained by
the methods presented in the previous section. We also
compare the results with simulations to get a notion
of the validity of approximations.
At time t = 0 the system is empty. Then customers start to arrive to the system according to a
Poisson process with an intensity of 280 S-I. The new
customers have a mean service time of 2 ms and those
delayed 4 ms. This means that the total offered load
is 280 . 0.006 = 1.68 Erlang, that is, a heavy overload.
The value of Xis 140 S-1 corresponding to a stationary
load of 0.84. The length of the delay is 1 s. We can
now study how the value of different parameters affect
the efficiency of our control algorithm .

Let us start trying different values of T, the length of
the measuring interval. If this interval is too short the
estimate of the arrival intensity will have a large variability, making the control decision uncertain. But if
T is too large the system will accept so many arrivals
during one measuring interval that the action taken
by the regulator will come to late to prevent an overload situation. The queue length variations shown in
figure 3a were obtained for T = 1 s, the same length
as the delay. Here the regulator does not throttle the
stream of arriving customers until after one second.
During this second far too many new customers are
accepted. When these new customers start to come
back as delayed customers after one second the queue
length starts to grow very quickly. The more tagged
curve was obtained from a simulation. All simulations
of transient behaviour shown in this paper comprise
500 realizations of the first 10 s of the queueing process. The agreement between calculated and simulated ,
values is seen to be very good. More simulation results and a thorough discussion of their implications
on overload control were presented in [3].
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Time, 0 - 10 s
Figure 3b: CCC with T = 0.1, d = 1,
~ = 280, X= 140, J.Ll = 500, J.L2 = 250

Time, 0 - 108
~

Figure 3a: CCC with T = 1, d = 1,
= 280, X= 140, J.Ll = 500, J.L2 = 250

In figure 3b is shown what happens when instead we
let T = 0.1. In this case the heavy overload is discovered much earlier and the behaviour of the system gets
much more agreeable. Also in this case the simulations
confirm our calculations. If the length of the delay is
too short our assumption (A3) about the independence
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of the stream of accepted customers and the stream of
customers returning from the delay may not be satisfactory. In figure 4 we compare simulated and calculated values of the mean number of customers in the
queue in equilibrium when d is varied. The horizontal
straight line shows the mean queue length given by calculations. The upper and lower curved lines show the
0.05 confidence limits obtained by simulations and the
curved line between them is the mean queue length.
As can be seen the agreement is very good except for
small delays which are generally rather harmless.

4

Two streams, priority

In future ISDN- and BISDN-systems many different
services will be handled by the same switch. These
services will have different load profiles and perhaps
different priorities. Thus it is interesting to develop analytical models for mixed traffics as mentioned above
(All). Examples of results from this model can be
seen in figure 6. Here we have two streams of customers, each with arrival intensity 125 s -1. The mean
service time is 2 ms for new customers and 4 ms for
delayed customers. One of the arrival streams has a
delay of 1 s, the other 2 s. In figure 6a priority is given
to customers with the longer delay while in figure 6b
we give priority to customers with the shorter delay.
In both cases we also display simulated results. As
can be seen it is not insignificant to which stream we
give priority. A longer discussion of different priority
schemes and their impact on overload control can be
found in [5].

Length of delay, 0.0 - 0.5 s
Figure 4: Impact of independence
assumption A3. A = 150,1'1 = 500, 1'2 = 250
We may also combine CCC and QLC to get the performance curves shown in figure 5. In this case the
queue length limits are 5, 10, 20, 40 and 00 ,
otherwise data are as in figure 3a. As could be expected the QLC-algorithm will prevent the appearance
of excessive queue lengths and may work well together
with CCC. A too small value of k, however, may cause
a too low stationary load.
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Figure 5: CCC combined with QLC,
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5

Conclusions

Efficient analytical tools for evaluating transient behaviour of feedback queueing systems using certain,
somewhat idealized overload strategies, were developed.
The accuracy of these tools were tested by comparisons with simulations. In spite of some rather crude
approximations the calculated results appeared to be
very accurate except in cases where feedback delays
are not long enough as compared to service times.
Numerical examples were devised to imitate switching job load of a central SPC-processor under certain
difficult control conditions. As indicated also in earlier simulation studies the appearance of constant or
nearly constant delays in customers activities may give
rise to severe load fluctuations unless proper control
actions are taken. The CCC-algorithm is clearly capable of controlling even such "worst cases". Algorithms
based on metrics like CP-Ioad or queue length are generally less effective, because they react too slowly on
intensity changes. Where possible, of course, delays of
small variability in the switching procedures should be
avoided by proper design.
In conclusion, we believe that considerable effort
should be spent on investigating the transient behaviour
of SPC-systems. In particular our understanding of
multi-processor systems seems to be far from satisfactory.
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